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However, Yue Feng ignored him, chatted with Deng Shiqi a few words, and was about 
to say goodbye. 

It’s been two days since I left Chunyang Palace, and it’s time to go back. If there is no 
accident, in half a month, the divine power will be fully recovered, and then the void will 
be broken, leave here, and return to the Kyushu continent. 

Haha…. 

However, Deng Shiqi didn’t mean to let Yue Feng leave, he laughed loudly, patted Yue 
Feng’s shoulder and said, “George Yue, you finally came to Beihai Xingsu once, and 
you helped us chase down traitors before, This seat has not treated you well.” 

“It’s getting late, why don’t you stay here for one night tonight and leave tomorrow 
morning, I’ll order people to prepare drinks and dishes, and let’s have a good drink.” 

Said, He dragged Yue Feng into the hall. 

Kindness is hard to resist, and Yue Feng is not good to delay. 

An hour later, under the arrangement of Deng Shiqi, a sumptuous banquet was placed 
in the hall. 

On the wine table, in addition to Deng Shiqi, Yue Feng, Jiang Hongyu, and Ye Xingyu 
from Tianhaimen. Because they were both from Chunyang Palace, Jiang Hongyu and 
Yue Feng were arranged to sit together. 

Ye Xingyu was sitting opposite Jiang Hongyu. 

This made Ye Xingyu unhappy, but because Deng Shiqi was present, it was not easy to 
attack. 

During the period, Yue Feng and Deng Shiqi chatted and laughed happily, and told the 
situation that happened that day. Of course, in order to hide his identity, Yue Feng did 
not say that he killed Wu Ming. 

“Right!” 

Soon, after three rounds of drinking, Yue Feng thought of something, and said to Deng 
Shiqi: “After I left that day, the poison on everyone’s body…” 



Before he finished speaking, Deng Shiqi smiled slightly: ” At that time, the poison we 
inhaled was not much, and it was almost dispelled by this day. However, my wife is in 
serious condition. “ 
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Speaking, Deng Shiqi sighed: “Now Wu Ming hasn’t caught it yet, if he can’t get the 
antidote, Madam will not be able to recover, alas…” 

“Sect Master, don’t worry too much.” 

Seeing him like this, Yue Feng smiled slightly, He took out a medicine bottle from his 
body, which contained the antidote, and handed it to Deng Shiqi: “This is the antidote. 
I’ll give it to my wife later.” 

Yes, this bottle of antidote was exactly Yue Feng who killed Wu. After tomorrow, it was 
found from him. 

Antidote? 

Hearing this, whether it was Deng Shiqi, or Jiang Hongyu and Ye Xingyu present, they 
were all stunned, their eyes focused on Yue Feng. 

In the next second, Deng Shiqi reacted, and when he found the medicine bottle, he 
subconsciously asked: “George Yue, where did you get this antidote…” In his heart, 
Yue Feng had no strength at all, so it was impossible for him to get the antidote from 
Wu. Ming grabbed the antidote. 

Hehe… 

Seeing his puzzled face, Yue Feng showed a smile and explained: “This is the antidote 
on Wu Ming’s body, this is what I saw falling from Wu Ming’s body with my own eyes, it 
should be the antidote without a doubt. .” The 

real situation cannot be said, only a random reason can be made up. 

“It fell from Wu Ming?” Jiang Hongyu couldn’t help but speak, her delicate face was full 
of doubts. 

Yue Feng nodded and explained seriously: “Wu Ming betrayed Beihai Xingsu. After 
escaping from the main altar, he only wanted to save his life, so in a hurry, the antidote 
on his body fell out.” 

“It’s also my luck. , I just picked it up.” Phew 

… Hearing this explanation, Jiang Hongyu and Deng Shiqi both looked stunned. 



And at this moment, Ye Xingyu, who was sitting beside him, couldn’t help but chuckle: 
“Hehe, I thought it was Pavilion Master Yue who showed great power and took the 
initiative to hand over the antidote to Wu Ming, and he worked for a long time. , I picked 
it up on the road.” 

There was deep contempt in his words. 

The voice fell, Jiang Hongyu’s beautiful face suddenly became a little unnatural, and 
she couldn’t help but said softly: “Senior Xingyu, don’t say anything.” 

How to say, Yue Feng is also the Pill Pavilion Master of Chunyang Palace, now In 
Beihai Constellation, being ridiculed by other sects, where does the Chunyang Palace 
face? 

Seeing Jiang Hongyu speaking for Yue Feng, Ye Xingyu was even more displeased, 
and looked righteous: “Did I say something wrong? He admitted it himself, he picked it 
up by himself.” As he 

spoke, he looked at Yue Feng provocatively. . 

Haha… 

Ye Xingyu’s attitude made Yue Feng feel very unhappy, and immediately chuckled and 
said lightly: “Yes, this bottle of medicine was indeed picked up by me, if you have the 
ability, you can also go outside and pick up a bottle. return.” 
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“You…” 

Ye Xingyu’s face flushed, and he was speechless to refute for a while, but his heart was 
full of anger. 

Mad, this kid has no bullshit skills, how dare he challenge me? 

“Sect Master!” 

At this time, Yue Feng didn’t bother to pay attention to him, handed the medicine bottle 
to Deng Shiqi, and said with a smile: “The antidote here is enough to make Madam 
recover.” 

Deng Shiqi nodded and hurriedly directed at the person beside him. The maid 
instructed: “Quick, take the antidote to the madam.” 

“Yes, Sect Master!” The maid responded, took the medicine bottle, and went to the 
backyard. 



“Wait.” 

But at this moment, Ye Xingyu suddenly stood up and said to Master Deng with a 
serious face: “Sect Master, you are too gullible. How can you prove that this is the 
antidote based on his words alone?” 

Saying that, Ye Xingyu stared at Yue Feng with a burning gaze, unable to hide his 
contempt: “I suspect that he just took out some pills to fool His Excellency the Sect 
Master.” 

“Just imagine, Wu Ming is very skilled, even if he fled in a hurry, It’s impossible to lose 
the antidote.” 

Phew… 

Hearing this, Deng Shiqi fell silent, and the maid stood there holding the medicine 
bottle, not knowing what to do for a while. 

Yue Feng’s face became gloomy, and he looked at Ye Xingyu with a half-smile, “You 
said that the antidote is fake, how can you prove it?” Mad, is this person sick, and he 
went against me again and again. 

Ye Xingyu was about to answer, but Jiang Hongyu interrupted him and said softly, 
“Senior Brother Xingyu, stop talking nonsense.” 

Having said that, Jiang Hongyu glanced at Yue Feng and continued: “Yue Feng is the 
Pill Pavilion Master of our Chunyang Palace, and he has extremely high attainments in 
Pill Refining. “ 

Seriously, in Jiang Hongyu’s heart, Yue Feng has no strength at all, and is no doubt like 
ordinary people, but in terms of alchemy, he is definitely a master among masters. He 
said that the antidote is real, and it is absolutely not good. 

Swish! 

Seeing Jiang Hongyu speaking for Yue Feng again, Ye Xingyu was very angry, and 
immediately said coldly: “Anyway, I think this antidote is fake.” 

After speaking, Ye Xingyu thought about it and continued: “It’s better than this, let’s try it 
out, When Wu Ming escaped the day before yesterday, in addition to the suzerain, there 
were two other disciples who were also poisoned? “ 

If it can’t be detoxified, it’s fake, so what?” 

Ye Xingyu looked at Yue Feng with burning eyes, waiting for his answer. 



Originally, Ye Xingyu was just unhappy with Yue Feng, but seeing Jiang Hongyu talking 
for him all the time, he was jealous and wanted him to make a fool of himself in public. 

Whoa! 

In an instant, the eyes of the entire hall converged on Yue Feng. 

Faced with this situation, Yue Feng’s face did not fluctuate at all. He nodded at Ye 
Xingyu and said with a half-smile: “Okay, I’ll bet with you. If you lose, you have to pour 
me tea to make amends.” 

Since you If you are not comfortable, then I will fulfill you. 

Ye Xingyu was very surprised to see his answer so straightforward, and immediately 
reacted, sneering: “If you lose, you must resign as the pavilion master of the Pill Pavilion 
and leave the Chunyang Palace.” 

Thinking of Jiang Hongyu’s attitude towards him, Ye Xingyu sneered. The more I think 
about it, the more upset I feel. I just wanted to take this opportunity to drive him out of 
Chunyang Palace. 

“Okay!” 

Yue Feng agreed without thinking, and then smiled at Deng Shiqi and said: “Sect 
Master, since this kid still refuses to believe that the antidote is real, he even made a bet 
with me, please put the disciple who was poisoned that day. Call me here.” 

Deng Shiqi nodded and ordered someone to call a poisoned disciple. 

Gudong! 

A few seconds later, a disciple walked in. Under Deng Shiqi’s signal, he opened the 
medicine bottle in public and took a pill. 

I saw that this disciple had been poisoned the day before yesterday, his face was pale, 
with a hint of turquoise, and he looked very weak. After taking the antidote at this time, 
he immediately sat cross-legged on the ground and began to regulate his internal 
energy. 

For a time, the entire hall was silent, and all eyes were focused on this disciple to 
observe his reaction. 

One minute… 

two minutes. 



Soon, ten minutes passed, and the disciple was still pale, as if there was no change in 
the slightest. 
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This… 

Seeing this situation, whether it was Deng Shiqi or Jiang Hongyu, they all frowned 
secretly. 

Could it be… as Ye Xingyu said, this bottle of medicine pill is fake? 

Hehe…. 

Just when everyone was thinking about it, Ye Xingyu sneered and slowly stood up and 
looked at Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, right, how is the situation, everyone can see clearly, 
the antidote you took out is fundamental It doesn’t work.” 

“Hehe, it seems that you, the Pill Pavilion’s pavilion master, are not worthy of the name. 
We are willing to bet and admit defeat. From now on, you should leave the Chunyang 
Palace and stop coming out to deceive people. 

” Ye Xingyu looked proud. 

It seems that his guess is good, the disciple did not respond for a while, which is 
enough to prove that this bottle of antidote is fake. 

Oops! 

At this moment, Jiang Hongyun’s heart also trembled, and she became a little anxious. 

Could it be that Yue Feng really missed it? Is what Wu Ming dropped when he fled in a 
hurry, is it a fake antidote? If this is the case, it doesn’t matter if he is ashamed, and the 
face of Chunyang Palace will also be damaged. 

Haha… 

Facing Ye Xingyu’s aggressive look, Yue Feng chuckled lightly and ignored it. 

This time, Ye Xingyu was completely angry, Ma De, the result has already come out, 
this Yue Feng is so arrogant, it is really outrageous. 

In anger, Ye Xingyu was about to scold. 

“Cough cough…” 



However, at this moment, the disciple who had been sitting cross-legged suddenly 
coughed and coughed out a mouthful of black blood. 

The blood was coughed up, and the disciple’s pale complexion quickly recovered a bit 
of blood. The weak appearance before was also swept away. 

“Sect Master!” 

Under everyone’s attention, the disciple quickly stood up and respectfully said to Deng 
Shiqi: “This antidote is real, the disciple feels much better now, thank the Sect Master 
for giving the antidote. 

” He glanced at Yue Feng. 

Whoa! 

The voice fell, and the entire hall was in an uproar. Whether it was Deng Shiqi or the 
maids around him, they all looked complicated. 

The time for this antidote to take effect is too slow. 

Immediately, Deng Shiqi breathed a sigh of relief, feeling very comfortable, the antidote 
was real, and his wife’s illness was completely saved. 

At the same time, Jiang Hongyu, who was still a little worried, also showed a smile at 
this time. Great, the antidote that Yue Feng brought is real, don’t worry about the 
reputation of Chunyang Palace being ruined. 

This…. 

Ye Xingyu froze there, and did not recover for a while. 

How is this possible? A person without the slightest strength actually brought back the 
antidote. 

“Boy!” 

At this moment, Yue Feng looked at Ye Xingyu with a smile: “How is it? The truth is 
clear, the antidote I brought back is genuine, you should fulfill the bet now.” 

After saying this, Yue Fengda Thorn sat on the chair with the attitude of an uncle, 
waiting for Ye Xingyu to pour tea to make amends. 

Speaking of which, Yue Feng is not much older than Ye Xingyu, but the identities of the 
two are very different. As the pavilion master of the Pill Pavilion, even if the master of 



Tianhaimen sees it, he must give three points of courtesy, so he calls Ye Xingyu a boy. 
It’s also a matter of course. 

Moreover, Ye Xingyu had been rude just now, and Yue Feng was very upset. Seizing 
the opportunity at this time, he naturally wanted to make fun of him. 

Swish! 

The voice fell, and the eyes of the entire hall were all looking at Ye Xingyu. 

“I…” Ye Xingyu opened his mouth, his face was extremely embarrassed, he said a word 
but couldn’t go on. 

Ma De, the dignified disciple of Tianhaimen, would you like to apologize to this Yue 
Feng in public at this time? 

“Xingyu!” 

Seeing that he was reluctant to express his position, Deng Shiqi, who was on the side, 
couldn’t help but said: “I am willing to admit defeat, you are the chief disciple of 
Tianhaimen, and you have to speak your words. 

” An undeniable majesty. 

call! 

Hearing this, Ye Xingyu’s face changed, and finally he took a deep breath and bowed 
his head to Yue Feng: “Yue Pavilion Master, I have offended you a lot just now, I’m 
sorry.” His 

voice was very soft, and he said it quickly, very perfunctory. 

Hehe… 

Yue Feng lazily leaned back on the chair, chuckled lightly, and said lightly, “Is this how 
you apologize to Tianhaimen?” 
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Speaking, Yue Feng scratched his head: “There is no sincerity at all.” 

“You…” 

Seeing him like this, Ye Xingyu’s teeth are itchy, Mad, he has already admitted his 
mistake, this Yue Feng still thinks how about it? 



Seeing the dissatisfaction on his face, Yue Feng smiled slightly, and said lightly: “You 
have to pour me some tea to admit your mistake. Did you forget?” 

Phew! 

Hearing this, Ye Xingyu suppressed his anger, poured a cup of tea, and brought it to 
Yue Feng. 

However, Yue Feng did not intend to spare him like this, sitting there, without any 
intention of taking the tea cup, said lightly: “Ye Xingyu, when you confessed your 
mistake to your master when you poured tea, is that what it is?” 

Huh? 

Ye Xingyu’s face became gloomy, and he said unpleasantly: “What do you mean?” 

Yue Feng smiled: “As the pavilion master of the Pill Pavilion of Chunyang Palace, in 
terms of status, I am similar to your master. Since I did something wrong, You have to 
admit your punishment.” 

“I want you to kneel down and offer tea to me, it’s not too much.” 

Shua! 

Hearing this, Ye Xingyu was furious, and he was about to throw away the teacup on the 
spot and walk away. But seeing Deng Shiqi next to him and everyone around him, he 
still held back. 

“Okay, I’ll kneel.” In the 

next second, Ye Xingyu gritted his teeth and spat out a few words, then bent his knees, 
knelt in front of Yue Feng, and raised the teacup high: “I bumped into the pavilion just 
now, and I still hope to see the pavilion. The Lord has a large number, 

so don’t care.” To be honest, Ye Xingyu was unwilling to kneel down to Yue Feng. 

But there is no way, I came to negotiate important matters on behalf of Tianhaimen. If I 
go back on my word, I will be laughed at by the people of Beihai Xingsu, and it will 
damage the reputation of Tianhaimen. 

However, he apologized, but Ye Xingyu felt extremely cold in his heart. 

Ma De, this Yue Feng has made me so embarrassed. If there is a chance in the future, I 
will definitely tell you not to live or die. 

Um! 



Seeing that he finally knelt down, Yue Feng made an appearance of reluctance to 
accept it, took the teacup, and said lightly: “Well, this looks a little bit like. Seeing that 
you are so sincere, then what happened just now, forget it.” 

After saying this, Yue Feng greeted Deng Shiqi with a smile, and directly put Ye Xingyu 
aside. 

Yue Feng’s arrogance made Ye Xingyu even more angry. 

For the next hour or so, Yue Feng and Deng Shiqi chatted and laughed happily while 
drinking. The wife had an antidote, and Deng Shiqi was very happy and kept persuading 
Yue Feng to drink. 

Jiang Hongyu accompanied him and drank a lot. 

Ye Xingyu was sitting on pins and needles. 

After the banquet was over, everyone went back to their rooms to rest. 

“Senior Brother Xingyu.” 

When he walked out of the hall, Jiang Hongyu quietly called Ye Xingyu while others 
were not paying attention. 

Ye Xingyu was in a bad mood at first, but when he heard Jiang Hongyu take the 
initiative to strike up a conversation, most of the previous discomfort was immediately 
eliminated, and he immediately showed a smile: “Junior Sister Hongyu, what’s wrong?” 

As he said, Ye Xingyu couldn’t help admiring Jiang Hongyu, because drinking After 
drinking, Jiang Hongyu’s delicate face showed a hint of blush, which was indescribably 
charming. 

Jiang Hongyu bit her lower lip lightly, and hesitated: “Senior Brother Xingyu, don’t hold 
any grudge against Pavilion Master Yue in your heart for what happened before. He’s 
just like that. 

“Actually, other people are actually very good.” 

When saying this, Jiang Hongyu quietly observed Ye Xingyu’s reaction, and there was 
some expectation in his eyes. 

Speaking of which, Jiang Hongyu was too lazy to care about such personal grievances, 
but then again, Yue Feng was the pavilion master of the Pill Pavilion after all, and Ye 
Xingyu was the chief disciple of Tianhaimen. The two sects were allies. 



She didn’t mention Yue Feng, but when Ye Xingyu mentioned him, Ye Xingyu suddenly 
became angry. 

Thinking of how embarrassing he was in the main hall just now, Ye Xingyu said angrily: 
“Junior Sister Hongyu, don’t mention him, this kid doesn’t have any skills at all, and he 
can actually take the position of the Pill Pavilion’s pavilion master, I think it’s shit. Good 
luck.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Jiang Hongyu said very displeased: “Don’t talk 
nonsense, he has real skills. I saw with my own eyes that he can use ten pill furnaces to 
make pills at 

the same time.” When saying this, Jiang Hongyu couldn’t hide the admiration in her 
eyes. 
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Seeing that she admired Yue Feng so much, Ye Xingyu felt even more uncomfortable. 

Seeing that Jiang Hongyu had to say more, Ye Xingyu quickly changed the subject: 
“Okay, let’s not talk about this.” 

After saying that, Ye Xingyu looked around to make sure no one was eavesdropping, 
showed a smile, and said mysteriously: “Red Junior Sister Yu, I have good news.” 

“What good news?” Jiang Hongyu suddenly became interested. 

Ye Xingyu took a deep breath, deliberately got closer, and looked at Jiang Hongyu 
affectionately: “Before I came to Beihai Xingsu this time, I specifically told my master 
about our affairs, and my master has agreed to take me there in half a month. 
Chunyang Palace, I have proposed to your master.” 

Ye Xingyu was very excited at this time. 

Since childhood, he and Jiang Hongyu have been childhood sweethearts. Many nights, 
they have dreamed of taking Jiang Hongyu as his wife, but this time, Master finally 
agreed to come forward to propose marriage, can you be unhappy? 

Propose marriage? 

Hearing this suddenly, Jiang Hongyu’s delicate body trembled, and her whole body was 
stunned: “What kind of kiss are you talking about?” I drank a lot of wine at the banquet 
just now, but I didn’t respond for a while. 

Ye Xingyu looked at her lovingly: “Silly Junior Sister, of course it’s our marriage.” 



Ah? 

When the words fell, Jiang Hongyujiu instantly woke up halfway. She stared blankly at 
Ye Xingyu. It took more than ten seconds before she realized it. She shook her head 
and said, “Senior Brother Xingyu, you…don’t be joking.” 

Although she and Ye Xingyu were childhood sweethearts, The relationship is very good, 
but it has not yet developed into a couple. At this time, when he suddenly heard that he 
was going to propose a marriage, he instinctively resisted. 

Seeing her reaction, Ye Xingyu suddenly became anxious: “Junior Sister Hongyu, you 
should feel it. I have always liked you for so many years, but I never said it.” 

“I really want you to be my wife, don’t worry, I will treat you well.” 

After speaking, Ye Xingyu couldn’t help holding Jiang Hongyu’s hand. 

Swish! 

Jiang Hongyu retracted her hand like an electric shock, took two steps back, shook her 
head and said, “You…don’t do this.” 

In her heart, she always regarded Ye Xingyu as a senior brother. At this time, the other 
party suddenly wanted to further the relationship, and her heart was in chaos for a 
while. of. 

Feeling Jiang Hongyu’s resistance, Ye Xingyu was in a hurry. Thinking that she had 
been talking to Yue Feng all the time, he couldn’t help saying: “Junior Sister Hongyu, 
you…you don’t want to be my wife because of that Yue Feng?” 

Because of Yue Feng? 

Hearing this, Jiang Hongyu’s delicate body was shocked, and the appearance of Yue 
Feng could not help but appear in her mind, and a throbbing also rose in the depths of 
her heart. 

Speaking of which, although he has been with Yue Feng for half a month, Jiang Hongyu 
does have a feeling of being unclear about this man. 

Although he didn’t have the slightest strength, at the previous martial arts conference, 
he relieved himself in public and taught Xu Wenliang of the Nianhua Palace a lesson. It 
can be said that if there was no Yue Feng that day, I don’t know what Xu Wenliang 
could have done. Too much to come. 

Moreover, Yue Feng’s accomplishments in alchemy, looking at the entire Ziwei 
Continent, and no one can tell. 



For a time, Jiang Hongyu fell into contemplation. 

Huh … 

Seeing her like this, Ye Xingyu became even more anxious, and grabbed Jiang 
Hongyu’s shoulder very excitedly: “You… do you really like that Yue Feng?” 

Because he was very excited, Ye Xingyu exerted a lot of energy. 

“you…” 

Jiang Hongyu was in pain, she reacted instantly, and broke away Ye Xingyu’s hands, 
feeling very upset: “I have nothing to do with him, I… I just don’t want to get married so 
early.” 

“It’s getting late, I should go to rest . It ‘s over.” The 

voice fell, Jiang Hongyu lowered her head and did not look at Ye Xingyu, turned and ran 
away. 

boom! 

Seeing Jiang Hongyu walking away, Ye Xingyu’s face was extremely ugly, and he 
slapped the stone pillar next to him with a fierce palm. 

Ma De, it’s all that Yue Feng, who first embarrassed me on the main hall, and now he 
has to steal my beloved woman. 

The more Ye Xingyu thought about it, the more resentful he became, and his eyes 
flashed with a bit of ruthlessness. Jiang Hongyu, we grew up together, childhood 
sweethearts, but you treat me like this… 

well, very good, since you are ruthless to me, then don’t Blame me for being unjust. 
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Making up his mind, Ye Xingyu returned to his resting room. 

When I returned to the room, I saw a young man meditating inside, dressed in a white 
long gown, with a handsome appearance, looking like he was two or three years 
younger than Ye Xingyu. 

It was Ye Xingyu’s younger brother, Chen Shangzhi. 



This time, Ye Xingyu, on behalf of Tianhaimen, came to Beihai Xingsu to discuss 
alliance matters, and he was accompanied by Chen Shangzhi. Because he was young 
and rarely walked around the rivers and lakes, Master specially let him come out to 
experience. 

“Senior brother!” 

Seeing Ye Xingyu coming back, Chen Shangzhi quickly stood up and greeted with a 
smile: “The banquet is over so soon?” Because of his junior qualifications, he was not 
qualified to attend the banquet in the main hall, so he had been waiting in the room. . 

Um! 

Ye Xingyu responded lightly, and made a fool of himself in front of Yue Feng tonight. 
Not only that, he just confessed to Jiang Hongyu and was rejected. At this time, he was 
in a terrible mood. 

Chen Shangzhi didn’t notice what was wrong with his senior brother, and continued with 
a smile: “Senior brother, did you tell Senior Sister Hongyu about the matter that Master 
is going to go to Chunyang Palace to propose marriage?” 

Chen Shangzhi grew up in Tianhaimen since he was a child. I have known Jiang 
Hongyu for a long time, and I also know that my brother has a deep love for her. Before 
leaving Tianhaimen this time, I heard that the master was going to propose a marriage 
to the two, and I was happy for my brother from the bottom of my heart. 

Alas, this junior brother, really, which pot can’t be opened and lifted. 

Seeing Chen Shangzhi’s high-spirited look, Ye Xingyu became even more irritable, and 
said angrily: “Don’t mention this, it will be a big hit.” 

Thinking of Jiang Hongyu maintaining that Yue Feng everywhere, Ye Xingyu couldn’t 
hide his heart. ‘s anger. 

what’s going on? 

Chen Shangzhi was stunned for a moment, and asked inexplicably, “What’s wrong? 
Senior brother and senior sister Hongyu quarreled?” Because of an alliance, Chen 
Shangzhi used to call Jiang Hongyu senior sister. 
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Huh …. 

Ye Xingyu sat in front of the table, the more he thought about it, the more irritable he 
became, and finally he explained the situation in detail. 



When referring to Yue Feng, Ye Xingyu’s eyes almost spit fire: “Ma De, that kid named 
Yue Feng is only good at alchemy, and he doesn’t know what kind of ecstasy soup he 
poured into Hongyu. At the banquet just now, he was defending him everywhere. “ 

Besides, I said that I wanted to propose a marriage, but she refused directly.” 

What? 

Hearing this, Chen Shangzhi was taken aback, and in shock, he almost blurted out: 
“Jiang Hongyu moved away from love and abandoned his senior brother?” 

Chen Shangzhi was very angry when he said this. 

He and Ye Xingyu are as close as brothers, knowing that Ye Xingyu likes Jiang Hongyu 
very much, and over the years, in Chen Shangzhi’s heart, Jiang Hongyu has always 
been regarded as his sister-in-law. 

And now, Jiang Hongyu actually rejected his brother’s proposal, which made Chen 
Shangzhi feel worthless for Ye Xingyu. 

In the next second, Chen Shangzhi reacted and asked Ye Xingyu: “Senior brother, what 
are you going to do?” 

Ye Xingyu took a deep breath and clenched his fists secretly: “I like her so much, but 
she abandons me like a shoe, in vain. I liked her so much, but it turned out to be empty, 
this bad breath, I really can’t swallow it.” 

Thinking of the indifference of Jiang Hongyu turning and leaving just now, Ye Xingyu 
still felt a little pain in his heart. 

Hearing this, Chen Shangzhi’s eyes flashed, revealing a sinister smile: “Since the senior 
brother said so, it is natural for you to be a brother to support you. I have a way to let 
the senior brother out of this evil spirit. 

” At that time, Chen Shangzhi couldn’t hide the treacherousness on his face. 

Chen Shangzhi seemed to be honest and honest, but it was only an appearance. In 
fact, he was full of bad water. Hearing what happened to Ye Xingyu at this time, he 
suddenly had a bad idea in his heart. 

Swish! 

Ye Xingyu suddenly regained his spirits and quickly asked, “What can I do?” Although 
he is a senior brother, when he encounters a problem, his mind is not as fast as this 
junior brother. 



Hehe… 

Chen Shangzhi didn’t answer immediately, but gave a wicked smile and lowered his 
voice: “Senior brother, Jiang Hongyu rejected you. You are very angry, but at the same 
time, you want to get her more, right?” 

Ye Xingyu nodded, Angrily, he said, “Nonsense, is there any need to ask?” 

Jiang Hongyu, the leader of the younger generation of the entire Chunyang Palace, is 
also the direct disciple of the palace master. More importantly, her figure and 
appearance are unparalleled, said It is not an exaggeration to be a goddess of the 
Chunyang Palace. Who wouldn’t want to have such a woman? 
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Hearing the answer, Chen Shangzhi smiled and continued: “That’s good.” 

Then, Chen Shangzhi took out a small jade bottle and said mysteriously: “Senior 
brother, I heard you just now that Jiang Hongyu was in I drank a lot of alcohol at the 
banquet.” 

“Wait a minute and pretend to give her the hangover soup, then mix this thing into the 
hangover soup. As long as Jiang Hongyu takes a sip, she will soon be unconscious. At 
that time, senior brother wants to do Do whatever you want.” 

“Even if Jiang Hongyu woke up the next day and felt unwell, she would think it was 
caused by drinking, and she would not suspect you at all.” 

After saying this, Chen Shangzhi put the jade bottle Handed it to Ye Xingyu. 

This… 

Holding the jade bottle, Ye Xingyu hesitated a little, frowned and said, “Is this okay?” 
Although he is usually arrogant and domineering, he still maintains a conscience deep 
in his heart. 

What’s more, the master has already agreed to the marriage, and said that he will go to 
Chunyang Palace to propose marriage in person. If Jiang Hongyu is forcibly occupied 
tonight and things are exposed in the future, then it will never be possible for him and 
Jiang Hongyu. 

“Senior brother!” 

Seeing his hesitation, Chen Shangzhi suddenly became anxious, and couldn’t help but 
say, “What else is there to hesitate about? You have a deep love for Jiang Hongyu, it 
can be said to be a childhood sweetheart. How many times have you begged Master to 



marry her? He only promised to help you propose a marriage, but what about Jiang 
Hongyu? Just for the sake of Yue Feng, who has no strength at all, he kicked you with 
one kick.” 

“You can’t bear it, she is very heartless. Besides, as long as you Cover up well, you 
won’t make any mistakes.” 

“Tonight is a great opportunity, and it will be gone in the future. When Jiang Hongyu and 
that Yue Feng are together, it will be too late for you to regret it.” 

These words directly hit Ye Xingyu. heart. 

In fact, Chen Shangzhi didn’t really want to help Ye Xingyu. Over the years, Chen 
Shangzhi has been coveting Jiang Hongyu’s beauty, but this woman and Ye Xingyu 
were childhood sweethearts, and Ye Xingyu liked her so much. Ideas come out. 

But tonight, seeing the relationship between the two break down, Chen Shangzhi knew 
that his chance had come. 

He thought about it, waited for Ye Xingyu to be stunned by Jiang Hongyu, and found an 
opportunity to enjoy Jiang Hongyu’s gentleness. 

Snapped! 

Under the constant encouragement of Chen Shangzhi, Ye Xingyu put away the jade 
bottle and patted his thigh: “Ma De, listen to you, just do it.” 

“That’s right.” 

Seeing that he finally agreed, Chen Shangzhi showed a trace With a smile, he praised: 
“Act decisively, when it’s time to take action, that’s the senior I admire.” 

“When I’ll be outside, the senior brother can do it with confidence and boldness.” 

When he said this , Chen Shangzhi was full of pride, and he couldn’t wait in his heart. 

Haha… 

Hearing this, Ye Xingyu was also in a very happy mood, laughed and patted Chen 
Shangzhi on the shoulder: “Good brother, after this is done tonight, I will give you the 
stunt taught by Master. “ 

At this time, Ye Xingyu didn’t know that he fell into the trap of this junior brother. 

“Haha, then thank you Senior Brother.” Chen Shangzhi was indescribably comfortable. 
This Senior Brother looks shrewd, but he can be stupid. 



Thinking of this, Chen Shangzhi couldn’t hide the urgency in his eyes. 

A few minutes later, the two brothers discussed it, and then took advantage of the night 
to slowly walk towards the room where Jiang Hongyu was resting. 

call! 

Arriving outside Jiang Hongyu’s door, Ye Xingyu took a deep breath, suppressing his 
inner tension. 

I saw that there was a faint light in the room, and it was obvious that Jiang Hongyu had 
not rested. 

“Senior brother!” At this time, Chen Shangzhi lowered his voice and said, “Don’t be 
nervous, as usual, pretend to care about her.” After saying this, he hid behind a tree not 
far away. 

Seeing that Chen Shangzhi was hiding, Ye Xingyu tried his best to calm down, and then 
knocked on the door. 

Bang bang bang… 

There was a knock on the door, and Jiang Hongyu, who was preparing to rest in the 
room, suddenly shouted alertly, “Who is it?” As he spoke, he slowly approached the 
door. 

Hearing the question, Ye Xingyu said mildly, “Junior Sister Hongyu, it’s me.” 
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Ye Xingyu? 

Hearing the voice, Jiang Hongyu Xiumei frowned, opened the door a crack, and said in 
a tired voice, “Senior Brother Xingyu, I’m going to rest.” 

At this time, Jiang Hongyu thought that Ye Xingyu was going to talk about proposing a 
marriage. I was very conflicted. 

Hehe…. 

Seeing Jiang Hongyu’s appearance of refusing people thousands of miles away, Ye 
Xingyu felt very unhappy, but there was a smile on his face, and he said hypocritically: 
“Junior Sister Hongyu, you drank a lot of wine just now. It should be very uncomfortable 
for a while.” 



“I specially made hangover soup for you just now, so you can drink it while it’s still hot, 
so you can have a good rest.” 

At the end, Ye Xingyu handed the ready hangover soup to the door. 

Hangover soup? 

Seeing the soup bowl Ye Xingyu handed in front of him, with steam still on it, Jiang 
Hongyu was stunned, and at the same time, she felt a little ashamed. I thought he was 
talking about marriage again, but it turned out that he was here to deliver soup. 

Senior Brother Xingyu is so caring, I almost blamed him just now. 

“Thank you, Senior Brother!” The 

next second, Jiang Hongyu smiled lightly, opened the door, and said embarrassedly, 
“Come in, it’s cold outside.” Speaking of which, it was so late, Jiang Hongyu really didn’t 
want to invite Ye Xingyu in, after all, he was alone. Yes, it’s not good to be seen. 

But seeing him come to deliver sober soup so late, I really couldn’t bear to keep him out 
of the door. 

Um! 

Seeing that Jiang Hongyu had no doubts, Ye Xingyu smiled happily, walked in quickly, 
and said with a smile, “Junior Sister Hongyu, I’m really sorry for disturbing you so late.” 

As he spoke, Ye Xingyu put the hangover soup on the table, and said with a smile: “The 
hangover soup is getting cold, drink it quickly.” After speaking, he couldn’t help looking 
up and down at Jiang Hongyu. 

Although the banquet had been over for more than an hour, Jiang Hongyu’s face still 
had a bit of blush on her face. At this time, under the dim light, she was like a blooming 
rose, which was incomparably beautiful. 

While admiring, Ye Xingyu’s heart became even colder. 

Ma De, such a beautiful woman should belong to me, but when Yue Feng appeared, 
everything changed. 

Thinking to himself, Ye Xingyu’s eyes became sharp, Jiang Hongyu, Jiang Hongyu, 
don’t blame me, who told you to be so ruthless to me? 

Jiang Hongyu didn’t notice the change in Ye Xingyu’s expression at all. Hearing the 
urging, he nodded, walked over to pick up the soup bowl, couldn’t help sniffing it, and 
exclaimed: “This soup is so fragrant!” 



Haha… 

Ye Xingyu smiled . He said: “Junior sister does not know, this is our unique sobering 
formula in Tianhaimen. No matter how much alcohol you drink, as long as you drink this 
sobering soup, you will be sober immediately.” 

In fact, Tianhaimen does not have any sobering soup at all. In order to gain Jiang 
Hongyu’s trust, Ye Xingyu made up a lie temporarily. 

Jiang Hongyu believed it to be true, and was very moved for a while: “Senior Brother 
Xingyu, thank you.” After the 

voice fell, Jiang Hongyu picked up the soup bowl and took a few sips very reservedly. 

Speaking of which, Jiang Hongyu, as the first female disciple of Chunyang Palace, has 
been in the rivers and lakes for many years, and she is still very cautious in doing 
things. If someone else brings the soup, she will definitely consider it again and again, 
but she is not the least bit wary of Ye Xingyu. 

After all, the two had known each other since childhood, and she didn’t believe that Ye 
Xingyu would harm herself secretly. 

Ha ha… 

Seeing Jiang Hongyu drank most of the bowl of soup, Ye Xingyu’s face was calm, but 
his heart was filled with ecstasy and excitement. 

This woman is really deceiving, she drank the soup so easily. 

Thinking to himself, Ye Xingyu looked at Jiang Hongyu with a burning gaze: “Junior 
sister, how do you feel now? People who drink this kind of soup from Tianhaimen for the 
first time will feel very sleepy. If you feel dizzy later, just lie down. Take a rest, don’t be 
nervous.” 

In order to avoid waiting for the drug to take effect and causing Jiang Hongyu’s 
suspicion, Ye Xingyu told the situation that might occur. 

Um! 

Jiang Hongyu nodded, put her hand on her forehead and said, “I haven’t felt it yet, but 
after drinking it, my whole body is warm and comfortable.” 

Hearing this, Ye Xingyu smiled. 

“That’s right!” 



At this moment, Jiang Hongyu blushed and did not look at Ye Xingyu: “Senior Brother 
Xingyu, I think we should put it on hold for the time being.” 
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“I… It’s not that I don’t like Senior Brother, I just want to stay with Master for a few more 
years, and I don’t want to get married for the time being…” 

“So don’t think too much, I reject you and have nothing to do with Yue Feng. No, I hope 
senior brother can understand.” 

When Jiang Hongyu said the last two sentences, Jiang Hongyu’s voice was very small, 
and she couldn’t hear it if she didn’t listen carefully, and the whole person was even 
more embarrassed. 

In Jiang Hongyu’s heart, having known Ye Xingyu for so many years, she felt a little 
uneasy about her decisive rejection just now, so she wanted to take this opportunity to 
explain it well. 

However! 

The more she explained it, the more Ye Xingyu thought she was empathetic. 

However, Ye Xingyu didn’t show it, but made a very understanding look, smiled and 
comforted: “Junior Sister Hongyu, don’t be like this, I was too abrupt just now. Besides, I 
should discuss with you in advance about marriage matters. It’s really inappropriate to 
ask the master to propose a marriage in private.” Phew 

… Hearing this, Jiang Hongyu breathed a sigh of relief and smiled: “Senior brother, if 
you say that, I won’t be worried.” As she said, Jiang Hongyu suddenly felt that 
something was wrong, her delicate body trembled, and she put her hand on her 
forehead, only to feel that her entire head was dizzy, and she could hardly sit still. 
However, Jiang Hongyu was not at all nervous. Does this hangover soup work so fast? 
Just now, Ye Xingyu said that if you drink this hangover soup for the first time, there will 
be signs of dizziness and fatigue. She trusts Ye Xingyu very much, and she never 
imagined that the other party would deliberately deceive her. At this time, Jiang Hongyu 
didn’t know that she was completely deceived by Ye Xingyu. Ha ha… 

Seeing her appearance, Ye Xingyu couldn’t tell how excited he was, but on the surface 
he looked concerned: “Junior Sister Hongyu, is the hangover soup working? Come on, 
I’ll help you to rest.” 

As he spoke, Ye Xingyu said To step forward to help. 



Jiang Hongyu shook her head: “No, senior, go back to your room, I’m fine.” Although 
her mind was a little cloudy, she still knew to stick to the principle. After all, it was really 
inconvenient for a man and a woman to stay in the same room late at night. . 

With that said, Jiang Hongyu staggered towards the bed. 

Pfft … 

As soon as she arrived at the bedside, Jiang Hongyu couldn’t hold it anymore, she only 
felt that the world was spinning, her delicate body softened, and she collapsed directly 
on the bed. 

Haha…. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Xingyu was so excited that he no longer pretended to be. He 
strode to the bed and looked at Jiang Hongyu in front of him with impunity. 

For a time, Ye Xingyu was almost fascinated by this drug that his junior brother brought, 
and it really worked. 

A few seconds later, Ye Xingyu reacted and looked at Jiang Hongyu greedily, unable to 
hide the pleasure of revenge: “Jiang Hongyu, don’t blame me for being shameless and 
despicable, who made you be so heartless to me?” 

“Whether you like that Yue Feng or not ? , Tonight, I want you to be my woman, 
haha…” The 

voice fell, and Ye Xingyu slowly leaned down. 

Right now, outside the room. 

Behind the tree not far away, Chen Shangzhi waited for a while and couldn’t wait, so he 
quietly walked to the door and looked inside through the crack of the door. 

Phew … 

Through the crack of the door, Chen Shangzhi could clearly see that Jiang Hongyu was 
in a coma. 

This Jiang Hongyu’s figure is really sexy. Ye Xingyu was so cheap that it was a waste. 

“Who’s there?” 

Just when Chen Shangzhi was secretly regretting, suddenly, a question came from 
behind him, and then, a figure walked quickly. 



It was Yue Feng. 

Yue Feng and Jiang Hongyu, the room where they rested is very close. After returning 
to the room just now, Yue Feng did not rest, but meditated for a while. 

Just after the meditation was over, I heard movement outside. You must know that Yue 
Feng is the body of a mysterious saint, and both his vision and hearing are very keen. 
He came out to check without hesitation. 
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Terrible! 

Chen Shangzhi was fascinated by the peek, when he suddenly heard the voice behind 
him, and was startled at the time. 

When he looked back and saw that it was Yue Feng, Chen Shangzhi’s pupils shrank. 

Ma De, I thought who it was, it turned out to be the Pill Pavilion Master of Chunyang 
Palace. 

Speaking of which, if it was someone else, Chen Shangzhi would be very nervous, but 
facing Yue Feng, he did not panic at all. In Chen Shangzhi’s heart, although Yue Feng 
had a high status, he had no strength and no threat at all. 

“Hello!” 

At this moment, Yue Feng came over and frowned at Chen Shangzhi: “What are you 
doing here?” While asking, Yue Feng subconsciously looked at the room. 

The light was still on in the room, it seemed that Jiang Hongyu had not rested yet, and 
this person was sneaking outside the door, it was really suspicious. 

Speaking of which, Yue Feng had met Chen Shangzhi in the hall before and knew that 
he was Ye Xingyu’s junior brother. Because of Ye Xingyu’s relationship, Yue Feng had 
a bad impression of him. 

You must know that in the ‘Yin-Yang Fengshui Art’ that Yue Feng practiced before, 
there was a special face-to-face technique. When I first met Chen Shangzhi at that time, 
it could be seen from his face that he seemed to be honest and honest on the surface. , 
is not honest at all. 

At this time, seeing him lingering outside Jiang Hongyu Gate at night, sneaking like a 
thief, he was even more unhappy. 

Haha… Chen Shangzhi 



didn’t panic at all in the face of Yue Feng’s questioning, and sneered: “I can’t sleep at 
night and go out for a walk. Does it have anything to do with you?” 

Report to Ye Xingyu in the room. 

Nima! 

At this time, Ye Xingyu could get what he wanted immediately. Suddenly, when he 
heard the movement outside, he was shocked, shocked and angry. 

Who the code is so late and still not sleeping? 

Boom! 

Just when Ye Xingyu was very annoyed, the door was pushed open at once, and then, 
Yue Feng broke in directly. 

Because of his magical power, Yue Feng was very fast. Chen Shangzhi, who was 
standing outside the door, couldn’t react at all. He only felt that his eyes were blurred, 
and Yue Feng had already pushed in. 

Swish! 

At this moment, when Yue Feng saw the scene in the room, he was instantly furious. 

Ma De, this Ye Xingyu is really daring, actually trying to sully Jiang Hongyu? 

He clearly saw that Jiang Hongyu’s eyes were tightly closed, and she was unconscious, 
but her face was crimson, and her delicate body was also trembling gently. It was 
obvious that someone had been drugged. 

While shocked and angry, Yue Feng was also secretly relieved, fortunately, he came in 
time, Ye Xingyu, this bastard, has not succeeded, otherwise, Jiang Hongyu’s innocence 
will be completely ruined. 

Thinking of this, Yue Feng looked at Ye Xingyu coldly: “You are not small, you can do 
such a despicable and shameless thing?” 

When he said this, Yue Feng was very angry. Afterwards, Yue Feng took off his coat 
and put it on Jiang Hongyu. It was really indecent for her to be exposed all the time. 

Speaking of it, Yue Feng and Jiang Hongyu have been in contact for half a month. 
Although this girl is arrogant, she is kind in her heart. More importantly, Yue Feng, as 
the pavilion master of the Pill Pavilion of Chunyang Palace, saw that the female disciple 
was almost killed. Humiliation, of course, cannot stand idly by. 



Swish! 

In the face of Yue Feng’s scolding, Ye Xingyu’s face turned blue and white, and he was 
angry and nervous. The scandal is caught by others, and no one will be able to calm 
down. 

Chen Shangzhi, who was standing outside the door, was also secretly anxious. 

It’s over, the plan has been revealed, if the master knows this, I’m afraid that he will be 
expelled from Tianhaimen. 

However, Chen Shangzhi was very cunning. He rolled his eyes, and soon had an idea. 
He pointed at Yue Feng and shouted, “Wow, thank you for being the Pill Pavilion Master 
of the Chunyang Palace, to be so shameless. I want to get involved with my female 
disciples…” 

While shouting, Chen Shangzhi came over and whispered to Ye Xingyu: “Don’t panic, 
Senior Brother, he is alone, we are two, we will reason with him. No advantage at all.” 
That’s 

right! 

Ye Xingyu was not stupid either, he immediately understood what Chen Shangzhi 
meant. 

In the next second, Ye Xingyu laughed evilly, pointed at Yue Feng and called: “Yue 
Feng, don’t put on airs with me, you want to insult Junior Sister Hongyu, but our senior 
brothers caught me, but in turn slandered me?” 

 


